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Sponsor | Define Sponsor at Dictionary.com Sponsor definition, a person who vouches or is responsible for a person or thing. See more. Sponsors â€“ Housing.
Employment. Counseling. Mentorship. About the Sponsors Bike Program: Sponsors has a robust Bike Program that rehabs donated bikes and loans them to
participants so that they have transportation to interviews, jobs, and other destinations. Sponsorship - Official Site IEG offers sponsorship consulting and valuation,
and provides industry leadership through its annual conference, publications, etc.

Sponsor | Definition of Sponsor by Merriam-Webster Noun. Our company is a sponsor of the race. I have over 50 sponsors for next week's race. Her sponsors include
a major sneaker company. He agreed to be my sponsor so that I could join the club. The senator is a sponsor of the proposed bill.. Verb. The radio station sponsored
the concert. The tournament is sponsored by local businesses. Will you sponsor me for the charity race?. SPONSORs (@SPONSORsVerlag) | Twitter The latest
Tweets from SPONSORs (@SPONSORsVerlag). SPONSORs â€“ Informationsaufbereiter und Kongressveranstalter im Sportbusiness. Introduction - Sponsor-Agent
Find sponsoring for your projects. Address tens of thousands of potential sponsors worldwide and find the right sponsor.

Sponsors - Neuse River Golden Retriever Rescue Our GOLDen Community Sponsors We are thrilled to introduce our GOLDen Community Sponsors. Our GOLDen
Community Sponsors have chosen to make a commitment to the rescue for the entire year and to build a partnership that extends beyond a financial contribution.
Sponsor | USCIS There are many ways to sponsor an alien. In the immigration field, the term "sponsor" often means to bring to the United States or "petition for". If
you would like to sponsor. Sponsors - Proctors Film: National Theatre: The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time.

Designated Sponsor List | Participants | J-1 Visa After participants decide on a program they are interested in, the next step is to find a sponsor. Program sponsors are
responsible for selecting participants for the Exchange Visitor Program, as well as supporting and monitoring them during their entire program stay.
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